Hog Prices Set Record

By DON BRICKLEY
The one that’s in a hurry for the winner of the Iowa hog prices, look no further. Elmer Hass, owner of the largest hog farm in the nation, has announced that he will offer a record-breaking prize of $1 million to the winner of the upcoming hog price contest.

Ford Visit Seen as Boost

By BILL UNFELD
The President’s visit to Dearborn, Michigan, is expected to boost the sales of the new Ford models. The President is scheduled to arrive at 5:00 p.m. on Friday, October 10, and will remain for a few days.

Demos Elect Senator

The Oklahoma Journal

By LARRY CRADDOCK
A Special Correspondent

The Oklahoma Senate has elected Senator John A. Durkin as the new senator for the 1st district. Durkin, a long-time Democrat, has been a strong supporter of the state’s agricultural industry.

Woman Recalls Terror Ride

By JOHN GILLES

The Oklahoma Senate has adopted a resolution expressing its support for the Oklahoma County Sheriff’s Department in its efforts to maintain law and order in the county.

Afton’s Radium Water Violates Standards

By MIKE BRAKE

Afton, Oklahoma, has been issued a violation for its violation of the Radium Water Quality Standards. The violation was due to high levels of radium in the water supply.

Officers Continue Manhunt

By MIKE BRAKE

The manhunt for the wanted criminal continues. The Oklahoma County Sheriff’s Department is still searching for the suspect.

Bail Reduced For Squeaky

By MIKE BRAKE

Squeaky, the alleged criminal, has been released on bail. The case is now being reviewed by the district attorney.

Fugitives Nabbed In Texas

The Texas Rangers have arrested two fugitives in a field near Abilene. The suspects were wanted for armed robbery and assault.

Deputy Sues Seminole DA

PERSONAL (166) — Seminole County Sheriff Walter F. Smith was fired by the Seminole County Board of Commissioners on Monday, May 16. The decision was made after a series of meetings and investigations into the sheriff’s conduct.
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Third Of Series Eastside Jobless Rate High

by STEVE ROYAL

The Eastside Jobless Rate

is expected to increase in the coming months due to the economic downturn. The rate is currently at 20%, and is expected to rise to 25% by the end of the year.

Voters Settle New Hampshire Dispute

The Paper That Tells Both Sides

The presidential race in New Hampshire is heating up as both candidates campaign for the state’s 4 electoral votes. The state is traditionally a key battleground in the race for the White House.
Not An Idyllic Life-style...

Communal Living—Women Still Do The Housework

By Dr. Jane Brody

The idea of living in a communal arrangement seems to be more popular today than ever before. Many people find it an attractive way of sharing the responsibilities of life and providing a sense of community. However, in some cases, the idea may not be as idyllic as it seems on the surface.

Pet Owners

Carpet Stain Resists All Efforts

The Look For Autumn

Generation Gap...

'Jealous Friends' Dampen Happiness Of Young Pair
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National Briefs

Strike Ended By Teachers

NEW YORK CITY — The big teachers' strike in New York ended yesterday. Union leaders and school officials met and reached an agreement to end the strike, which lasted for several days after teachers across the city walked out to protest the school board's proposed budget cuts.


Bosnia Strained In Boston

EASTON, ME: A group of Bosnian refugees from the recently war-torn region of Bosnia-Herzegovina settled in Easton. Services were reported to be difficult due to the language barrier and cultural differences.


New CSA Wings Wanted

WASHINGTON — The New CSA (Citizens' Self-Defense Association) is calling for new CSA wings to be installed on buildings. The organization is fighting for increased safety measures in public places.


Plague Found In Santa Fe

SANTA FE, NM — The Santa Fe Town Council has declared a plague emergency after several cases of plague were reported in the area. The council has ordered a mass culling of rodents to control the outbreak.


Saying Charge Admitted

NEW YORK CITY — A man was charged with murder after admitting to killing his wife. The man said he acted in self-defense but was later found guilty of murder.


2 Policemen Shot

NEW YORK CITY — Two police officers were shot and injured after responding to a disturbance at a local bar. The officers are currently in critical condition.


Hорricane Watch Issued

NEW YORK CITY — The National Weather Service has issued a hurricane watch for the city due to the approaching storm. Residents are urged to prepare for possible power outages and flooding.


Nuke Death Toll Estimate Boosted

WASHINGTON — The death toll from the nuclear disaster at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant has been raised to 20,000. The original estimate was 1,200. The increase is due to new information about the extent of the disaster.


CIA Admits Poison Cache

WASHINGTON — The CIA has admitted to possessing a cache of poison agents. The agents were discovered during a routine inspection.


Duncan Escapes Caught

CHICAGO, IL — The Chicago Police Department arrested a man who escaped from the Cook County Jail. The man was caught after a high-speed car chase.


Report Hits Suspensions By Schools

WASHINGTON — A report has been released showing the number of suspensions by schools across the country. The report found that schools are suspending students at a much higher rate than in previous years.


Baby Born To Refugees

NEW YORK CITY — A baby was born to a refugee family in New York City recently. The baby was born after the mother had to flee her homeland due to war.


Bellmon, Bartlett Records Similar

WASHINGTON — Rep. Henry Bellmon (R-OK) and Rep. John Bartlett (R-IL) have released similar statements on the recent events. Both representatives have called for a halt to the violence.


Navajo Policies Assailed

WASHINGTON — A Navajo Tribal Council member has criticized the tribe's policies on education and employment. The member says the policies are not serving the tribe's needs.
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Ray Charles Denies Eye Surgery Planned

Original caption reads: "Ray Charles Denies
Eye Surgery Planned".

Summary: Ray Charles is denying that he is planning to undergo eye surgery. He has been seen wearing sunglasses and his fans are speculating about his health status.

LeMac's Season Opener Saleout

Original caption reads: "LeMac's Season Opener Saleout Going on now".

Summary: LeMac is offering a season opener sale with various deals on their products, including a "Zenith" TV set.

Hurry!

Original caption reads: "Hurry! LeMac's Season Opener Saleout Going on now".

Summary: The advertisement is encouraging customers to take advantage of the sale by mentioning the urgency of the event. It promotes LeMac's products, such as a "Zenith" TV set.
The Policy Makers

The Policy Makers' role is becoming increasingly more influential in the country's affairs, as the influence of the judiciary and the press wanes.

The President and the Congress must work together to ensure that policies are in the best interest of the American people.

The critical issue facing Congress is the need to cut back on deficits. The current budget is projected to be in deficit, and Congress must act to reduce spending or increase taxes.

The recent Supreme Court decision on the constitutionality of the recent tax increases has been widely criticized. The decision could have far-reaching implications for the future of the economy.

The People's Voice

The people have spoken, and they want action. The government must respond to the people's needs.

State Editors Say

Governor Helps Assure Development

Governor Smith has been instrumental in attracting businesses to the state, which has led to increased employment and economic growth.

Triumph

The triumph of democracy has been evident in recent elections, where candidates stood on issues of importance to the voters.

Bill Groham

According to Guinness

The world's largest... is a... and... the world's smallest... is a...
DALLAS Plan Rejected

Girl’s Parents Nab Suspect In Exploitation

Hog Forte Tired Of Hearing About Pokes’ Dokes, White

It’s Pirates, 22-0!

Majors Hoping Pitt Retains Confidence

Clearance

Big Red? Only If It’s Hogs

Football Magazine

LeMac
tv & appliance

Low Introductory Prices at LeMac
Deep Fork Erosion Report Accepted

Municipal Council Sets Garbage Study

4-Way Stop Signs Erected
Outstanding Value.

Save $60. Super size saves energy.

269.88 WASHER
REG. 350.00

199.88 ELECTRIC DRYER
REG. 229.95

Our 26-lb. washer has 4 speed cycles, 5 temp settings, infinite-water-saver control. Bleach, fabric dispensers, 6-cyc. motor.

6-cycle dryer has 5 temp settings, Wrinkle out control reduces wrinkling, Automatic and timed cycles, End-of-cycle signal.

Pair, reg. 529.00, now $440. For gas dryer, add $30.

Service? We have experts.

PENN SQUARE NW HIGHWAY & PENN
Ph. 442-7471

CROSSROADS
SE 24TH & 13TH
Ph. 316-4771

Shop both stores Monday thru Saturday 10 AM-9 PM, SUNDAY 1 PM-6 PM
Oregon Performance
Shouldn't Dampen
Heisman Chances

Tom Wright's column

Joe Washington didn’t have one of his better games last Saturday against the University of Oklahoma, but he still had the chance to move into second place in the nation in rushing.

Washington, who gained 9 yards in 10 games last year, gained 12 yards on 29 carries against Oregon State, primarily because of the defense.

Washington was injured at Oklahoma State, which slowed him down and didn’t help.

Washington was surprised to see a carry against Oregon State, even though he didn’t think he was in the game.

I was disappointed in my performance and during the game. I played poorly and didn’t expect to gain yardage.

I was working to get in the lineup, but I thought I was in the game. We were trying to keep the ball away from us.

"The ball in very cold weather made it very hard to get the ball. I was not prepared with the way we were playing. I have been losing a lot of yardage and we have to work on that," said Washington.

"The ball was not the way we expected it to be," said Washington.

"In general, our performance was not good. The ball was not the way we wanted it to be. We have to keep working on it."

Don't Make A

"$1000.00"

!! Mistake!!

ONLY AT UNIVERSITY
BUICK-OLYMPIC
521-1180

UNIVERSITY
Buick - Opel - Fiat

WE MADE A MISTAKE!
(Very Unusual Specialty Equipped Cars)

IF YOU CAN USE ONE OF THESE BRAND NEW '75 MONARCHS, YOU'VE GOT A BARGAIN!

4 DOOR SEDAN $414

4 DOOR SEDAN $3993

GHIA 4 DOOR SEDAN $4293

2 DOOR SEDAN $363

Fred Jones
PHONE 232-1201
47TH & WALKER

Tire & Auto
SERVICE CENTER

DORSETT

STEEL BELTED WHITWALL RADIALS

AR78X13

2 FOR $73.00

4 FOR $142.00

BATTERIES:
Sealed $12.50
Regular $12.00

SALE!

DRESS or CASUAL SLACKS
+$14 TO $18

Anthony’s

Your Complete Satisfaction Guaranteed*

*Anthony’s

Register For Free Trike To OU-Muffman Football Game

MARKET MALL WEST

520-1700

Athletic Museum

At OU-Muffman

1210 W. MAIN AVENUE

894-1210

1150 N. MAIN AVENUE

897-1210

1300 S. MAIN AVENUE

897-1210
Trenary Follows Tough Act With A Tougher Act

by Mike Harmon

Trenary had a tough act to follow. He had been successor to Edmond, but he had a tough job following in the footsteps of Edmond's successor, Don Trenary.

The build-up was in full swing as the outside world eagerly awaited the outcome of the upcoming showdown between Trenary and Edmond. Trenary had been a steady performer, but Edmond had been the king of the hill. It was clear that Trenary had his work cut out for him if he was to follow in Edmond's footsteps.

But Trenary was not one to back down easily. He had worked hard to prepare himself for this moment, and he knew that he had the abilities to succeed. He had trained hard, studied the games, and he was ready to give his best performance.

As the game began, Trenary was a shadow of his former self. His movements were slow, his decisions were hesitant. It was clear that he was struggling to keep up with Edmond's pace. But Trenary refused to give up. He fought hard, and his determination paid off.

In the end, Trenary emerged victorious. He had proven that he was capable of following in Edmond's footsteps. He had shown that he was a worthy successor, and he had earned the respect of the outside world.

Trenary Follows Tough Act With A Tougher Act. He had done it. He had followed in Edmond's footsteps, and he had proven that he was a worthy successor. He had shown that he was a true champion, and he would continue to work hard to maintain his position at the top of the heap.

Jordan Joins Brother's Act

by John Martin

For his performance, Jordan is honored at the Oklahoma Journal of the Arts. He is named as the best actor of the week.

The list of performers was led by John Trenary, Don Trenary's son. John Trenary is the son of the legendary Trenary, who has been at the top of the heap for many years. John's performance was praised by the critics, who lauded his ability to bring a new life to the old stories.

But John was not the only one to shine. His brother, Jordan, also made a significant impact. Jordan's performance was described as a highlight of the show. His ability to connect with the audience and bring the stories to life was praised.

The audience was in awe as Jordan took the stage. They were captivated by his performance and the way he brought the stories to life. Jordan's talent was undeniable, and he was quickly becoming a favorite among the audience.

The performances of John and Jordan were just two of the many highlights of the show. The cast was talented, and they worked together to create a truly unforgettable experience.

The audience left the theater feeling satisfied, knowing that they had witnessed a truly exceptional performance. John and Jordan's act was a shining example of what can be achieved when two talented performers come together to create something magical.
Hogs Boast Slick Trio In Backfield

by Tom Dirato

TULSA ORCHARD - Oklahoma State's new defensive coordinator, Ron Peterson, cleared the way for the much-discussed trio of backs that led theCowboys to their victory over Texas Tech Saturday. The backs, Donnie Anderson, Shane Jackson, and Mike Edwards, will be returning to the starting line-up this week.

Anderson, Jackson, and Edwards are all big men, but they have a quickness and agility that make them hard to stop. They are all fast and strong, with good balance and coordination.

Anderson leads the way with his size and strength, while Jackson is a speedster who can make big gains in a hurry. Edwards, on the other hand, has a combination of strength and speed that makes him a force to be reckoned with.

The backs have been a focal point of the Cowboy offense this season, and they will be relied upon to lead the way against the Sooners.

Langston's Off To Quick Start

by John Martin

The Sooners are off to a quick start this season, thanks to the performance of quarterback Tom Long. Long, who has been a starter for the past two seasons, has been sharp in both games so far.

In the season opener against Oklahoma State, Long threw for 285 yards and three touchdowns. He also ran for a touchdown, helping the Sooners to a 42-21 victory.

Against Texas Tech, Long completed 13 of 20 passes for 239 yards and two touchdowns. He also ran for a touchdown, helping the Sooners to a 38-24 win.

As Long continues to develop, the Sooners will be a tough team to stop.

IMCA Races Scheduled

Two night events have been set by IMCA for the Midwest area. The first event will be held on October 3rd at the Kansas State Fair in Topeka, while the second event will take place on October 4th at the Johnson County Fair in Kansas City.

The first event will feature IMCA modifieds, stock cars, and street stocks. The second event will feature IMCA modifieds, stock cars, and street stocks as well.

IMCA has been in business for over 50 years and is one of the largest sanctioning bodies for auto racing in the United States. They have a strong following in the Midwest area, and their events always draw a large crowd.

The first event will have a total of 17 entries, while the second event will have 19 entries. The entries include drivers from across the Midwest, including Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska.

For more information on the IMCA races, please visit their website at www.IMCA.net.
OPEN DAILY 10AM TO 9PM
SUNDAY NOON TO 6

What A Prize! Sophisticated Modern Dining Room By Famous Basset!!

Where have you seen such beauty...or savings? These distinctive contemporary pieces feature an engraved Wormy Chestnut grain on wood products and selected hard woods. Own the 40"x60"-96" oval table with 1 arm and 3 side chairs. Use the 50" lighted china for storage & display!

Sale price good thru Oct. 6, 1975
While Quantities Last

THE WORLD'S LARGEST DEALER IN FAMOUS BRAND FURNITURE

How does Levitz' enormous size save you money? Many ways. Nationwide purchasing power enables us to buy in huge quantities from top manufacturers...at discount. We buy big...we sell big...you save big!

We buy in volume...so we have to sell in volume. The one sure way to do that is to offer lower prices. Levitz can afford a smaller profit on each item, because we sell in such huge quantities. See for yourself!

SAVE $50
REG $297
YOUR CHOICE

$247

* 4901 S. INTERSTATE 35
S.E. 44th St. Off Ramp Just North of Crosnoad On I-35
All merchandise is priced for pick-up at our dock in the original factory container. Or, if you wish, we'll deliver for a slight charge.